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Can success with IVF treatment
following astrological advice be
accounted for by the Placebo Effect?
Nicola Smuts-Allsop, MA
Abstract
In 2001, a study made the startling discovery that in tests 46% of subjects were unable to
separate the placebo effect from established antidepressants from the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) database (Laughren 2001). This is a qualitative study of the role of
the placebo effect on 11 couples after a consultation with a predictive medical astrologer
led to conception and the birth of a healthy baby. The astrologer advised them on the
optimum times for in-vitro fertilisation (IVF) treatment. How did astrology work from the
participants’ point of view? Does a positive or negative predisposition to astrology affect
the success of the outcome? Can the effectiveness of astrology give new insight into the
placebo effect? How could this be tested and measured in a statistical study?
Introduction
When people consult a medical astrologer
for advice on the optimum timing for IVF
treatment in order to get pregnant, what
contributes towards a successful result? Is
this accounted for by astrology alone? Does
a predisposition towards astrology enhance
the effectiveness of astrology or stimulate
a placebo effect or both? Are astrological
predictions self-fulfilling and if so, how can
this be harnessed as a powerful therapeutic
tool? In other words, what is working when
astrology ‘works’? If we are to research this,
what should we look for? These questions are
examined in light of people’s experiences of
and beliefs about astrology and its predictive
abilities in optimising fertility.
The difference between belief in astrology
and confidence in astrology
James Davidson (2004), professor of ancient
history at the University of Warwick,
suggests that people like astrology because it

keeps them linked to the sky. He says: ‘I don’t
believe in astrology but I am rather fond of
it’. One does not have to believe in astrology
in order to get some benefit from it, while
his fondness for it seems to give him some
meaningful connection to the Cosmos.
Scientific researcher Arthur Mather (2009)
writes of astrology that: ‘The experiences are
real enough; what is in dispute is how they
are best explained’. Here is the nub of the
paradoxical nature of astrology: it might be
‘utter rubbish’, as IVF specialist and doctor
Robert Winston maintains (Carroll 2011).
Nevertheless, as will be outlined, it still
appears to have some benefit, indeed work,
even when patients are hostile to astrology.
Geoffrey Dean (1994), (well-known critics
of astrology) suggests that a ‘successful’
meeting with an astrologer (presumably one
where the prediction proves to be accurate)
consequently leads to ‘belief’ in astrology or
confirms an existing trust in it.
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Indeed, other authors such as Roger Culver
and Philip Ianna (1988) state in their text
Astrology: True or False

outcome matches the astrologer’s prediction,
is this due to astrology or some other effect
such as placebo?

“‘the placebo effect can work in
astrology. Just as taking a harmless
sugar pill may “cure” an illness if you
think you are taking the proper drug,
believing astrology works may lead to
beneficial good feeling in the client.’

One might ask what belief, especially belief
in astrology, has to do with healing a medical
condition like infertility. Arthur Kleinman,
a medical doctor and anthropologist asserts:
‘Local cultural orientations … organize our
conventional common sense about how to
understand and treat illness; thus we can
say of illness experience that it is always
culturally shaped’.

Nicholas Campion (2012) poses the chickenor-egg question: ‘Is a visit to an astrologer
a cause or consequence of belief?’ Campion
teases out the difference between active
curiosity and belief (my words and emphasis)
by citing studies by Dean and Mather which
show that people who read their horoscopes
do not necessarily declare a belief in
astrology.
Dean and Mather, drawing primarily
on opinion poll figures, commented
that 70 per cent of the adult population
read horoscopes while only 20 per
cent ‘believe that there is something in
it’. This raises the problem of why 50
per cent of the adult population does
something it regards as meaningless.
There is a clearly a ‘belief’ gap: half
the adult population of the US and
the UK perform an act which, most
commentators insist, is concerned
with ‘belief’, without ‘believing’ in it.
(Campion 2012)
This belief gap exists because respondents
were not given the option of admitting to
holding two seemingly contradictory beliefs
systems at once. Campion points out that
there may be a semantic solution to the
problem of using the word belief – one could
use the word confidence instead, as in, I have
confidence in astrology. This begs another
question: does astrology work because
the astrologer inspires confidence? If the

It could further be argued that ‘culturally
shaped’ could be read as ‘cosmologically
shaped’, according to the following definition
of cosmology. Campion discusses cosmology
in culture, here quoting Freya Mathews:
In the cultural sense, every group, every
community and every individual, can
have a cosmology: a view of the way the
universe works and their place in it.”
Alongside belief and confidence, hope could
be considered as a powerful trigger for
healing, Cheryl Mattingly, a medical author
who writes about narrative healing, suggests
that hope is a paradox and that hope, a verb,
is a practice, which people act on. Mattingly
is seemingly well acquainted with the despair
of the infertile woman when she articulates
hope as:
Hope, that ‘waking dream’ as Aristotle
called it, concerns imagined futures
(Miyazaki 2004; Crapanzano 2004).
Its direction is toward what may come
to pass. It cannot be predicted—it is a
future of ‘what if’. Paradoxically, hope
is on intimate terms with despair. It asks
for more than life promises. It is poised
for disappointment.
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Figure 1

Methodology
The sample, with only a few couples
(N=11), is too small for inferential statistics.
Therefore a qualitative, interpretative and
phenomenological approach has been applied.
This is well-suited to finding ‘divergence and
convergence’ in narrative detail and may
provide insight into how it could be tested on
larger samples under controlled conditions.
The aim of this survey was to ask the
participants how their attitudes changed (if
they did) before and during the consultation,
and after they achieved success. At the time,
some of the participants’ children were six
years old and these participants had the
benefit of self-reflexivity. One participant’s
baby was only two months old. Her memories
and recollections were consequently much
more immediate, but potentially blurred in a
haze of oxytocin.
I approached twenty former patients who
had consulted me as a predictive medical
astrologer in order to time their IVF treatments.
All of the couples were successful. With such
close contact with the participants, this is a
thoroughly emic or insider approach to the

subject, with consequent pros and cons. There
was only one astrologer (me), so the style and
method of astrology was consistent. A further
emic advantage was that I was able to refer
to patient notes and verify facts to note any
discrepancies in reporting their experience.
My impression was that an established trust
and rapport between myself and my former
patients/study participants enabled an easy
flow during in-depth interviews.
An email was sent with a link to the
questionnaire to fill in online at home. Eleven
responded; five participants subsequently
agreed to be interviewed on Skype. The
interview group included two couples, who
filled in the questionnaire independently, but
were interviewed together so that they were
answering the same question, in the same
context. Every effort was made to ensure that
both voices were heard equally.
I noted what the participants thought about
astrology and, in particular, their expectation
of it as defined it by ‘intentionality’. Ten out
of eleven participants expected astrology to
help predict when they could get pregnant.
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Criteria for the Placebo Effect
The Program in Placebo Studies (PiPS) is an organisation that has done extensive research into
the ethical and practical implementation of open label placebos (OLP) This is where the patient
understands that the pill or medicine has no physiological effect. Studies have suggested that
the reason why it works as a stand-alone treatment is because it addresses the patient’s need for
‘hope’ and their self-declared ‘tragic optimism’.
Since the medical profession has been advocating using OLP as a standalone treatment in cases
of pain relief and depression (though not in the case of chronic illness), could the astrological
predictive consult share common ground with the placebo effect? If it did, the question would
be whether astrology(used in this way) could be considered a stand-alone (albeit alternative)
adjunct OLP treatment for infertility. When comparing astrology as an alternative health care
adjunct in the treatment of infertility, it could be classed as a “narrative healing construct” or
a talking psychodynamic therapy, as suggested by Jopling (2008), a researcher of the placebo
effect.
Jopling suggests the following as reasons why and how the placebo effect works:
i.

Some patients distort their perception of their responses to please the doctor, reporting only
positive changes and downplaying negative ones.

ii.

Some people are more responsive than others, and are described as being more ‘… weak
in reality testing skills, hysterical, and submissive’.

iii. Shapiro and Brody cited by Jopling (2008) argue that the doctor/practitioner themselves
were the successful placebo effect and that bedside manner is a measurable contributor to
a successful treatment.
iv. Researchers also believe that ‘conditioning’ or ‘Pavlovian responses’ activate the
psychoneuroimmunological processes. This means one can train patients not to feel pain,
or to respond to certain medication if it smells or even looks a certain way.
v.

Studies by Levine and Tyrer et al (1978) show that patients are able to trigger neurological
responses with consequent changes in the brain, identical to pharmaceutical interventions.

vi. Daniel Moerman (2002), a medical anthropologist, argues that the placebo effect is a
‘meaning response’ inclusive of cultural (and even cosmological) triggers for healing.
vii. The role of the imagination has been explored as a mechanism of the placebo effect
and Jopling suggests that ‘placebo effects…which cultural conception or imagined
expectations, can override their pharmacological action’. This is particularly true in studies
that look at whether or not the patient is expecting (or hoping for) a positive outcome or
avoiding a negative one.
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Responses from patients
Table 1
Yes

Maybe/Neutral

No

Does the Moon affect your menstrual
cycle?

Question

6

3

1

Was astrologer clear & unambiguous?

11

0

0

Did astrology work as predicted?

11

0

0

Was the consultation a safe space?

10

0

1

Did the astrologer have a good bedside
manner?

9

1

1

Did accurate information about the past
enhance your trust in future astrological
predictions?

4

0

1

How patients’ responses matched the Placebo criteria
i.) Did patients only report positive changes to please the therapist?
I chose to interview those patients who had been successful, i.e. having delivered healthy babies
according to astrological predictions. The births were concrete manifestations of a prediction
and not a subjective assessment of a psychological state.

Figure 2
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I approached twenty respondents and eleven replied. All eleven conceived using IVF within an
astrologically predicted time frame (Figure 3).

Figure 3

When asked whether or not the astrologer’s time frame was unambiguous and clear (removing
the potential for a Barnum effect), all eleven respondents said yes. (Figure 4)

Figure 4
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ii.) Were the subjects ‘weak in reality testing skills’?
Of the eleven people who filled out the questionnaire, one was between twenty and thirty years
old, four were between thirty and forty, and the rest of the respondents were older than forty.
Eight people had a postgraduate or master’s degree, one person had a PhD, one had a school
leaver’s certificate and the others had tertiary education from a university or similar institution
(Figure 5).

Figure 5

Contrary to being ‘weak in reality testing’, I concluded that this group were remarkably
intelligent and highly functioning. However, at least two of them indicated in further interviews
that they had felt vulnerable and in a state of agitation during their consultations.
iii) How much was the practitioner herself and her bedside manner the placebo effect?
Participants were asked to comment in their own words on the bedside manner of the astrologer.
Nine people responded, seven of whom made very positive comments, one was neutral and one
was negative.
The comments included:
• Professional but fun
• Straightforward, sincere and genuine
• Very calming, supportive and actually interested in us and our case - so many [doctors]
treated us like patients with files - but I really felt like I was being heard
• Sometime abrupt, but factual, practical and not airy fairy, she [was] not overly warm or like
a counselling therapist, but she was not disrespectful … I had such low expectations I didn’t
really care really
• Calming, professional and very factual and to the point
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The participants’ comments express their particular personal needs for feeling valued, heard and
comforted in a safe space. For example, one participant, Dave, mentioned later that although
he felt heard and understood: ‘I was almost disappointed that … there wasn’t more voodoo,
you know? I’d had enough of doctors, you know? … ironically, it was the opposite of the
expectations that I think you’re thinking of.’ Dave seemingly expected the consultation to be
less structured and more oriented towards magic or the occult even, anticipating a more overtly
psychic or intuitive contribution. This was in contrast to the medical and scientific processes
he had already experienced through conventional medicine, but instead found astrology more
similar than expected to the latter.

Figure 6

When asked ‘Did you find the consultation to be a safe space?’, ten people said yes and one said
‘no’, but added: ‘I was extremely hostile and negative so no, but probably due to me, not the
astrologer’. (Figure 6) This respondent may be trying to placate the astrologer. The remainder
might have answered ‘yes’ because all of them achieved a live birth and their overwhelming
experience was positive, or the safe space might have contributed to them feeling positive or
hopeful, or inspired confidence.
It would appear that the respondents had contradictory experiences of the astrologer’s bedside
(or in this field ‘chartside’) manner. The comments were divergent, indicating that there was no
consistent experience of a homogenous bedside manner, in spite of the fact that the astrologer
was ‘the control’ or the consistent element.
iv.) Were patients conditioned or trained to respond to astrology?
Michelle, who was hostile to the consultation, said that the astrologer was inaccurate once or
twice (in general comments made during the initial consultation), but that when the IVF cycle
looked as though it was going to fail, she had a second consultation, wherein the astrologer
convinced her to stay the course. The second cycle succeeded – the astrology worked in spite
of the respondent’s absolute certainty that it wouldn’t. Seemingly, belief, confidence and hope
had little to do with astrology working in her case. Michelle, the patient, had this to say about
her belief/hope in astrology in a further interview:
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I don’t think [my thoughts] could have been
more negative. I didn’t think [the process]
would … give me any value at all … I had
spoken to a number of different people
that I would now say were complete idiots,
charlatans, not everyone, but you know
… one is enough … And yeah, I was in a
really, really, really bad way so I knew that
everything you told me would be pointless,
possibly, probably damaging …
With regards to the ‘Pavlovian’ response
considered above as one reason for the
placebo effect, four out of five of the
interviewed participants reported that
they gained confidence in the accuracy
of the potentially fertile time advised by
the astrologer after hearing other accurate
information regarding personal information
during the consultation about themselves or
their partners. This seems to support the Dean
and Mather theory regarding a successful
prediction (or ‘astrology working’) leading
to belief in astrology, and is supported by
placebo studies’ findings that people are
conditioned by their experience. However,
this is a circular argument for the placebo
effect as this type of conditioning can only
occur if astrology works or appears to work
prior to the ‘prescription’.
Louise had this to say:
you said something about Dave or
something about his mannerisms and it
… rung so true that it was like, ‘oh, okay,
like, you must know what you’re talking
about’ … you started talking about our
characters and who we are as people
before you spoke about anything to do
with fertility. And so by doing that there’s
already a sense of, like, comfort. Like,
you are talking about us, you’re not just
talking about us [as] this random Taurus
or whatever, you know?
Rachel:
The consult that we had you mentioned
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a lot of things that nobody else would
know… like personality stuff, things
that had happened as well. Like I can’t
remember the exact conversation but I
do remember like John and I going, like,
well, how did she know this stuff? And
that’s what made us think that maybe this
would work.
v.) Did the astrological advice act as a
trigger?
Another theme that emerged was that the
consultation gave them a plan to act on.
Several respondents commented that they felt
compelled to action after the consultation,
that it gave them a plan, a road map, a
strategy, something to work towards. This
move from curiosity to action is what inspired
me consider the argument of Campion (cited
earlier) more carefully, and to conclude that
there is indeed a difference between active
curiosity and belief but that they could be
confused. Placebo studies talk about a ‘trigger’
for self-repair and that this minor shift from a
neutral or hostile position in a consultation to
curiosity or action could contribute in some
way to how we experience belief. We could
assume that if Michelle invested £8,000 in a
treatment based on astrology, she must have
believed in it (as the Dean and Mather study
suggests), but in her words she categorically
did not. But she was compelled to action, as
were Dave, Louise and Rachel, in their own
words:
Dave:
You know, like, it [astrology] has, you
gave us, like, a map. You said don’t veer
and we veered. And when we aligned it
to what you were telling us it worked. So
yeah, I don’t believe in chance, I wouldn’t
say I believe in faith necessarily but
there’s definitely something there that
worked.
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Louise:
Yes, I actually remember Dave saying to me, like, but now you have a strategy. Like, I
almost think that was a relief for you [turning to Dave… A road map that’s the word you
used. You were like, no, now there’s a road map and now we just follow this road map
vi & vii.) Was the Placebo Effect enhanced by cultural (cosmological) or imagined
expectations or not?
Six out of eleven respondents said that they definitely thought the moon had an effect on their
menstrual cycle (or their partner’s) and 3 said ‘maybe’ and one said ‘no.’ This is worth noting
as it points to the majority of respondents having some sort of individual cosmology.
Whether or not they reported to have ‘believed in’ astrology before the consultation, they all
experienced astrology as ‘working’, as they conceived within the time period predicted. The
level of factual detail given by the astrologer during the consultation (when experienced as
particularly detailed), combined with the perceived bedside manner of the astrologer, and the
astrologer’s tone (not always warm), solicited three comments that astrology was evidencebased and scientific. It was interesting to note that of those who thought that astrology was
scientific, two were (male) engineers and the third was a female architect.

Figure 7

However, astrology does not have the same cultural cachet held by pharmaceutical drugs in
the form of pills and injections backed by science. Interviewees were asked about what they
thought of Robert Winston’s (Carroll 2019) inference that astrology is potentially harmful
because it is not scientifically proven.
Louise, (voice rising):
Well, clearly this fancy professor has never…he’s never been through it. Like, that’s all you
have to say. It’s just offensive …
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Michelle’s responded:
Yes. Yes. Yes. I had some dreadful
experiences of people who were
promising me success and who I believed
… You know I was doing everything a
rational person could do to increase
my chances of conceiving … the move
to embrace IVF … swiftly moving onto
donor egg … I was doing everything
I possibly could but nothing was
working. So yeah, I was terribly, terribly
vulnerable.
When asked specifically whether or not she
ever believed in the astrology, Michelle had
this to say:
‘I thought every word you were saying was
complete bollocks. I just thought she’s another
charlatan completely, she is just doing this to
amuse herself and all the rest of it.’
These comments referred to the first
consultation, where Michelle was given
time frames in order for her to schedule
(costly) IVF medical treatment in order to
get pregnant. A single round of IVF with a
donor egg would be approximately £8,000
in 2019. Michelle went ahead and scheduled
her IVF according to astrology, which she
believed was ‘bollocks’. She invested not
only her emotions but also a vast sum of
money, and travelled to a foreign country
for IVF treatment. When the planned cycle
was threatening to fail (the donor had not
produced a viable egg), Michelle assumed all
was lost. I met with her at this critical time and
convinced her that the cycle would still result
in a live birth, according to the astrology.
Michelle’s pessimism was not misplaced: this
was her ninth attempt at IVF. This is how she
described the process of committing to the
astrological advice:
… you did say ‘you have a once in a
lifetime chance of conceiving in six
weeks’. There was something about that
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… maybe the practicality, the detail,
the time base, it wasn’t vague, it was
focused. I think it did not give me hope ...
hope was a, you know, a foreign land to
me at that point and a dangerous place
for me to go as well. I didn’t want to hope
ever, because hope is, is the devil … so
never, ever did you give me any hope but
you gave me, an interesting project. … It
was like a challenge.
Michelle maintains that she was absolutely
certain the astrology would not work and
she strongly denies her experience could
compare with any of the placebo definitions
– she reported a negative bedside manner,
a hostile consultation, no expectations, no
hope, no confidence and no belief. She said
astrology was ‘absolute rubbish’, but that it
had nonetheless worked, and she is quoted
as saying ‘all of my scepticism has melted
away.’
Rachel and John conceived triplets using
astrology to determine when to have IVF
treatment, but not before trying every other
option available, alongside conventional
medical treatment. They later consulted the
astrologer for career advice (which gives
further support for Dean and Mather’s
findings that astrology ‘working’ sustains
faith in it). During that consultation the
astrologer successfully predicted a second
natural pregnancy and birth for the couple.
Rachel said the second pregnancy was
not something they had even considered,
especially since they had needed seven IVFs
for the first pregnancy and they thought it
would not be medically possible to conceive
naturally. They therefore attributed their
second pregnancy entirely to astrology. They
both thought astrology was scientific, and
they thought it worked both times, saying that
the first time the astrologer had created an
environment that led to them being inspired
to take action.
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Louise (Rachel’s sister) and Dave had first
encountered astrology through the experience
of Rachel and John, whose success inspired
confidence in them to use astrology. They
tried one attempt at IVF at a sub-optimal
astrological time and failed, only to schedule
the next treatment in the optimum time given,
and succeeded in delivering healthy triplets.
So, the initial failure to fall pregnant at a
time predicted by the astrologer to be suboptimal is consistent with an accurate/
successful astrological prediction. What is
important for this study was this couple’s
decision to go against astrological advice
and invest £8,000 in treatment is evidence
of a disbelief in astrology or at least serious
doubt about its efficacy. While this set back
may have reduced their scepticism, a placebo
effect is the least plausible explanation for
their success in their next attempt following
astrological advice.
Limitations of this study and Further
Research
A potential weakness in my methodology
could be that the participants were not
given the option of being interviewed by an
independent third party, in order to give them
the space to be (more) critical. However, it
is evident that the group were uninhibited, as
demonstrated in their comments.
Concluding Thoughts
Astrology complied with two of Jopling’s
seven criteria for the placebo effect. The
clients experienced a positive bedside
manner and the road map provided by the
astrologer acted as a trigger. But not with
the remaining five points. Since the birth
was an indisputable fact, there was no scope
for reporting only positive outcomes. With
astrology, some conditioning is necessary
to build trust with the client. However, this
is a circular argument for the Placebo effect
since it requires astrology to work so that

trust can be established in the first place.
The education and age of the patients and
some sceptical resistance indicated an above
average level of critical thinking. Prior to the
experiment there was no evidence of strong
cultural or imagined expectations among
the sample. Over half the respondents had
a sceptical or neutral view of astrology and
none believed that astrology is a science prior
to the consultation.
What is more persuasive is that all
interviewees were adamant that it was the
astrology that worked, not the placebo effect.
All report that they are now quite fond of
astrology, even Michelle. John has started
formal studies in the subject. The remainder
of the questionnaire respondents reported that
it was probably the astrology that worked,
even though they did not know how it worked.
On the other hand, it could be argued that the
participants were sceptical or unaware of the
impact of the placebo effect.
But on balance, in this sample astrology
appears to have ‘worked’ with subjects who
did not have a strong belief, expectations
or confidence. Their ‘agnostic’ approach
to astrology does not comply with leading
conditions or definitions of placebo effect
studies. Yet, it is likely to have an unconscious
impact, as it does throughout medicine. What
is clear from the evidence is that astrology
appears to work well in collaboration with
other established placebo effects.
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